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The much-awaited festival of Navratri is here, which calls for endless festivities! It is a nine-day 
long festival, which is celebrated by Hindus all over India. It is one of the big festivals, which 
comes twice a year. The nine days are dedicated to Goddess Durga and her different 
incarnations. Each avatar of Maa Durga is associated with different virtues and colours. 
Goddess Durga is an embodiment of Shakti who overcame the evils of the world. TLC Gurukul 
also celebrated this festival with great enthusiasm and energy. The programme began with a 
speech by Ms.  Deepa Thacker. The programme got its charm when Pre-primary students 
performed a fashion show. Our primary kids also performed a dance which everyone enjoyed. 
The programme filled with grace when all the students and teachers together performed garba 
in the campus.
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Happy Navratri
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Rangoli Celebration

Rangoli is a fabulous hand drawing art of India. It is a way to express imagination. In India Rangoli is most famous art of 
colors. Our tiny tots of TLC Gurukul also made rangoli and filled them with bright colours. All the students enjoyed a lot 
and learned how to fill colours in the rangoli. Even teachers made beautiful Rangoli at the entrance of gate and in different 
rooms. All the students and teachers enjoyed a lot.

Orange Day
Celebration 
Orange Day
Celebration 

One should know colours around oneself. On 17th October, Thursday we celebrated 'Orange 
Day'. Students were asked to come in orange coloured dress. Students were asked to make 
Tiger mask which was orange in colour. They enjoyed the activity a lot. They were also asked 
to collect orange coloured toys and objects from the classroom.
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Field trip
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Trips are always beautiful things for kids. They enjoy going on Field 
trips. On 22nd October, we went for a field trip at Chintan farm Kukma. There we saw 
many different kinds of things made of cow dung cake like Clock, Diyas, Toys etc... They 
all were so beautiful and wonderful. They also showed products like medicines, floor 
cleaner etc... Made from cow dung cake. The students enjoyed watching these all. They 
were also given information about cows and organic food. They enjoyed at farm by 

clicking pictures with their respective teachers.
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